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In this study, we aim to develop a concept of new robot system, i.e.,
human and robot collaborative system " , for the patrol of nuclear power

plants. This paper deals with the two essential technologies developed for the
system. One is the autonomous navigation program with human intervention
function which is indispensable for human and robot collaboration. The other
is the position estimation method by using gyroscope and TV image to make
the estimation accuracy much higher for safe navigation. Feasibility of the
position estimation method is evaluated by experiment and numerical simula-
tion
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1 Introduction

Autonomous mobile robots are widely studied in the robotics research field to

realize a self-consistent system for performing given tasks in unstructured environments.

Although the self-consistent autonomous system has an advantage of reducing the labor

of human, it is not always suitable to use this system for the tasks in nuclear power

plants. For the inspecting patrol of nuclear power plants, we propose a human and

robot collaborative system with the high safety and reliability. A basic idea of this

system is that in the normal situation the robot takes an autonomous action, while in the

abnormal situation when an unexpected problem occurred human operators act to help

the robot solve the problem. Thereby the system is incorporated with the ability to cope

with the abnormal event. The system is constructed by adding an interfacing function

between human and robot to an ordinary autonomous system. This paper focuses on

key technologies in realizing the human and robot collaborative system and position

estimation techniques with high accuracy which is essential to robot navigation.

The system is composed of two parts: a host engineering workstation(EWS)

and a mobile robot system. In this study, we utilize the "yamabico" system[l] as a

mobile robot system, which is developed for autonomous robot experiments in the

intelligent robotics laboratory of Tsukuba university. To meet our requirements the

original system programs of the "yamabico" have been modified by adding a server

program and an autonomous navigation program. The server program is composed of a

set of service routines for communication between host EWS and robot system in

transmitting data and commands for robot operation. The autonomous navigation

program mainly manages switching of navigation modes (i.e., autonomous and manual

modes), whose function is essential to human and robot collaborative navigation. This

is realized by incorporating the programming technique of the process control. We

developed a system of commands for robot navigation and navigation mode control.

A position estimation technique, based on combinatorial use of an odometry

and gyroscope, is studied. The data of gyroscope is used to correct a sudden odometric

error (e.g. slip of the wheel) and the drift of gyroscope is compensated by lowpass

_ i _
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filtering. To make the above-mentioned position estimation more accurate, we present

another error correction method by utilizing TV image. These positioning methods are

integrated as "positioning tool" on the host EWS.

This paper is organized as follows. In chapter 2 we explain the proposed

human and robot collaborative system focusing on the roles of human operator and

autonomous robot. The schematic description of the system and the key technologies

required for developing the system are presented in chapter 3. The positioning methods

and "positioning tool" are described in chapter 4. Summary and conclusions are in

chapter 5.

- 2 -
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2 The Proposition of a Human and Robot Collaborative System

A general trend on the autonomous robotics research is to develop a complete

self-consistent autonomous robot system, being expected to perform some given tasks

under unfixed conditions. In order to incorporate the autonomy in the robot system,

however, high level reasoning techniques such as artificial intelligence have to be

adopted. We have some misgivings about introducing such robot system into nuclear

power plants, since in the nuclear facilities we have to place careful consideration on

safety, reliability and ability of taking an urgent action in emergency. Considering these

points, our research is addressed to two techniques; (a) complete autonomous mobile

robot for normal conditions and (b) human and robot collaborative technique for

emergency.

In the complete self-consistent autonomous robot system, the robot takes an

autonomous action directed by the program implemented in advance. When we want

the robot to take a fully autonomous action for unexpected events, we have to provide

such a sophisticated problem solving algorithm as an obstacle avoidance applicable to

any unknown environment. The state-of-arts suggests that it is almost impossible to

develop the above mentioned algorithm, and that it is required to re-implement the

programs depending on the change of environment. This results in the reduction of

much amount of efficiency, reliability and rapidity in performing tasks. For this reason,

we study the human and robot collaborative system, in which human intervention copes

with the unexpected events, and thereby the efficiency, reliability and rapidity are

considerably enhanced. The system development approach is to add the interface

function of the human intervention to the conventional autonomous robot system. Key

technologies of the system is described in the next chapter.

o
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Table 2.1 Roles of human and robot.

normal

abnormal

robot

autonomous action

slave (serve sensor data)

human

monitor the robot action

master (operate the robot)

In Table 2.1, the roles of human and robot in this system are shown [2]. We

define the states of the system: "normal" and "abnormal". "Normal" state is the state

that the values measured by external sensor coincide with the values estimated from the

environment model within a prescribed range. On the contrary, "abnormal" state is

that the measured values deviate from the estimated ones and also an abnormal motion

of the robot is observed. To be brief, the proposed system is a new robot system to make

efficient use of human intelligence and artificial intelligence for the inspecting patrol of

nuclear power plants.

4 -
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3 Development of Autonomous Navigation Program for Human and
Robot Collaboration

3.1 System Configuration

Figure 3.1 depicts a schematic diagram of the system. It is composed of two

parts of hardware: the host engineering workstation(EWS) and the mobile robot system.

As the host EWS we utilize the SiliconGraphics Onyx since it has a high performance

of processing graphics to build the convenient graphical user interface(GUI). The

mobile robot system is realized by adopting the "yamabico" system, which is a small

size mobile robot for autonomous robot experiments. A hardware interconnecting

between the host EWS and the mobile robot system is wireless modem through which

the sensor data obtained by inspection activity and commands issued by operator are

transmitted.

The server program on the robot system is composed of a set of service

routines for communication between the host EWS and the robot system in transmitting

the data and commands for robot operation. The autonomous navigation program of

the robot system mainly manages switching of the navigation modes (i.e., autonomous

and manual modes). This function is essential to human and robot collaborative

navigation.

The GUI, implemented on the host EWS, is a software interface between

human and robot. The GUI is a group of "tools" which is a set of separated modules

related to the respective functions. Namely this group of "tools" include "positioning

tool", "path generation tool" and "manual robot operation tool". In the next chapter,

details of the "positioning tool" is presented.

- 5 -
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HostEWS

GUI

Manual Robot
Operation Tool

Path Generation Tool

Positioning Tool

V

Mobile Robot

Server Program

A

Robot Sensor

\l V
Autonomous Navigatioi

Program

\/ \

A

Locomotion Control Program

TV Camera Inspection Sensor

Fig. 3.1 Configuration of a human and robot collaborative system

3.2 Autonomous Navigation Program

In this section, the autonomous navigation program, being modified for the

human and robot collaborative system, is explained. Modification is made in the

original autonomous navigation program of "yamabico" to incorporate the function of

human intervention. The modified program has functions of; (a) systematic switching

between autonomous and manual navigation modes, and (b) restarting the autonomous

navigation after manual operation. The mode switching function is attained by the use

of programming techniques of process control, hi this program, each mode is regarded

as a process. To control the mode, we introduce some process control commands to

this program. To realize the function of restart, we introduce some navigation

commands to achieve a single robot action unit (e.g. go to (x,y) and keep 0 ) with

navigation commands (go x y ff). A schematic diagram of the autonomous navigation

program is depicted in Figure 3.2.

The autonomous navigation path is given by a sequence of navigation

commands in this program. And the interrupt handler controls the switching actions

according to the process control commands issued by a human operator. For human

- 6 -
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intervening, the process control command suspends the autonomous navigation and

restart the suspended command of autonomous navigation or restart the navigation

command which is directed by the operator from the preceding command sequence.

Commands of the autonomous navigation program are listed in Table 3.1.

HostEWS

/""Manual RoboT~^\
^Operation Tool J~~

Mobile Robot

Manual Operation
^-~ ——.Command _- - ^

/^ Saver Program \ _ _ / " L o e o m a t i o n Control ^
^ \ f f o r communication W =*V Program J

r ~t
Process Control \ 'Command \ /

"J /
( (interrupt Handler) f\

Autonomous Navigation
Command Sequence

(1) initxOyO 60
( 2 ) g o x l y l 81

(10) stopx5y5 65

Autonomous Navigation
. Program

/

Fig. 3.2 Schematic description of autonomous navigation program

Table 3.1 Commands of autonomous navigation program
Navigation commands
command
initxy 0
stop x y 8

goxyG

explanation
set the robot position as (x,y,9) of world coordinate system.
move the robot to (x,y,9) and stop.
move the robot to (x,y,6) and execute next command if the robot
arrives at (x,y,0).

• Process control commands
command
INITIAL
SET NAVI COMMAND •**
PAUSE
RESTART_CURRENT

RESTART_OTHERn

explanation
initialization of autonomous navigation program.
set the navigation commands sequence (***).
pause the autonomous navigation.
restart the autonomous navigation from suspended
command.
restart the autonomous navigation from other
command order n-th.

- 7 -
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4 Technologies for the Positioning of a Mobile Robot

4.1 Position Estimation Using Odometry and Gyroscope

4.1.1 Combinatorial Use of Odometry and Gyroscope

The estimation of robot position is very important for safe navigation.

Odometry is ordinarily utilized for the position estimation by integrating the amount of

wheel rotations. The estimation error in odometry is classified into two types: one is

"stationary error", and the other is "sudden error". The stationary error is caused by

the variation of kinematics parameter such as distance between wheels. On the other

hand, sudden error is caused by the instantaneous events such as a slip of the wheel.

By using a gyroscope, the sudden error can be corrected easily [3] [4].

Let us obtain wheel's angular velocities uR(k) and uL(k) by the encoder

mounted on the axle. Then we can calculate the position and the orientation of the robot

as follows (Figure 4.1):

(3)

x(k + l) = x(k) + xv(k)cos8(k) (4)

y(k +1) = y(k) + tv(k)sin0(k) , (5)

where T denotes the estimation period, x(k) and y(k) are estimated positions and 9(k)

is the orientation angle. L is a wheel radius, T is a distance between wheels, fi(k) is

the rotational angular velocity and v(k) is the velocity.

Q
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(x,y)
e

Fig. 4.1 Model of mobile robot for position estimation

A slip results in the error of Q(k). In the presented positioning method, the

angular velocity fi(k) by odometry is basically used. However, the angular velocity

measured by the gyroscope is used in stead of the O(k) in the case of the sudden error

occurrence. We introduce the following quantity as a criteria of the sudden error

occurrence:

A(k)=n g y r o(k)-f i o A m(k) , (6)

where, figJTO(k) denotes the rotational angular velocity measured directly by the

gyroscope and fi.^tk) is calculated by Eq.(l). Since the absolute value of A(k)

becomes larger when a slip is occurred, the occurrence of slip can be known. By setting

the threshold value A ^ for A(k), we determine Q(k) as

O(k) = (7)

where Qgyro(k) is the drift-compensated rotational angular velocity.

Next we proceed to the method of drift compensation. We present a drift

Q
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compensation method based on a lowpass filtering technique. The amount of A(k)

includes the sudden error and the drift of gyroscope. A frequency analysis reveals that

the component of A(k) caused by sudden error belongs to high frequency domain and

that by drift to low frequency domain. This suggests us the possibility of detecting the

drift component by the use of a lowpass filter. Considering the stability of the filtering

operation we adopt a FIR digital lowpass filter. Let H(z~') denote the transfer function

of digital filter, then the drift of gyroscope is estimated as

A(k) = H(z1)A(k) (8)

where H(z~') = h0 +h1z~1 + --- + hNz~N. The angular velocity measured by the

gyroscope with drift compensation is given by

(9)

4.1.2 Experimental Results

We present the experimental results of the position estimation method

described in the previous section. In the experiment, we moved the robot straight by

1800[mm], and on the way at 900[mm] we lifted up its left wheel during a very short

period in order to simulate a sudden slip artificially. Figure 4.2 shows the rotational

angular velocity by the gyroscope. We can see the bias drift of about l[deg/sec].

Figure 4.3 is the result of drift estimation by the present method. We use a sixty fourth

order FIR digital lowpass filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.2[Hz]. Figure 4.4 shows

the rotational angular velocities by the odometory and by the gyroscope with drift

compensation. Note that the angular velocity by the odometry(Qodom(k)) is different

from that by the gyroscope( Qgyro(k)) at 15[sec] on account of the sudden error.

- 1 0 -
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Fig. 4.2 Rotational angular velocity of robot measured by gyroscope.
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Fig. 4.3 Drift estimation by lowpass filter
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Fig. 4.4 Rotational angular velocities of robot obtained by
odometry (top) and measured by gyroscope (bottom)

Figure 4.5 shows the result of position estimation only by the odometry

(dashed line) and the combined use of odometry and gyroscope, (solid line). Estimated

position is updated every 50[msec]. One see that the estimation only by the odometry

begins to deviate from a straight line after the sudden error is occurred. The estimation

at the goal point is (1720[mm], 215[mm], 15.9[deg]). In the case of combined use of

the gyroscope with A ^ of 5[deg/sec] by taking account of the noise fluctuation in

ngyro(k), the estimation is (1749[mm], -34[mm], -1.4[deg]). The orientation angle

estimation error in the latter case is found to be reduced to one tenth as compared with

the former case.

- 1 2 -
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Fig. 4.5 Result of the position estimation by odometry (dashed line)
and the combined use of odometry and gyroscope (solid line)

4.2 Correction of Position Estimation Error by Using TV Image Deviation

4.2.1 Principle

This method uses the difference between actual TV image from the robot-

existing position and image generated on the base of the position estimated by internal

sensor. To detect the difference we adopt the deviations of the corresponding apexes of

object in those images. Figure 4.6 shows coordinate systems for the formulation of

this method.

World Coordinate 2 : R o b o t Coordinate

w A A A

A

T

Estimation
Coordinate
A

y
A
X

w

Fig. 4.6 Coordinate system for the estimation error correction

- 1 3 -
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Feature points(apexes) of object represented by the world coordinate system is

given as

robj obj obj (10)

Let (xrob, yrob, 0rob) denote the position of robot estimated by the internal sensor. We

define the position estimation coordinate system I , which has the origin at

( x rob > y rob»® i»b) Feature points of obj ect in the E is obtained as

robj ~ 1 w robj (11)

where (l),l)T and

T_ =

COS 9 rob sin9rob 0 - x .

- s in9 r o b

0

0

cos9 rob

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

(12)

By a pin hole model of camera, feature points of generated image is obtained as

u
A (i)

PX (i)
"-obj

afz (i

a I Zobj
0 <')
Xobj

(13)

where f is the focal length of camera lens and a is the cell size of image plane.

Let (xrob,yrob,9rob) denote the actual position of a robot in the world

coordinate system. We postulate that this position can be expressed as

( x
rob .yrob+Ayrob>0n,b+Aerob), where Ax,^,Ay,^ and AG^ represent the

- 14 -
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position estimation errors. Our objective is to determine A x ^ . A y ^ andAG^ from

the deviations of the corresponding feature points between the TV image and the

generated image. We define another coordinate system E, called robot coordinate

system, the origin of which is at (xrob,yrob,Grob). Feature points of object in the Z is

given as

1obj f
'obj

(14)

where r^ / 0 =(xobj
(1),yobj

(1),zobj
(1),l)T and

T =

cosAGrob

-sinAG,^

0

0

sinAGrob

cosAGrob

0

0

0
0

1

0

—Ax
—Ay

0

1

(15)

Therefore, feature points on TV image is represented as

(i)

u PX ~ (0
Xobj

y
( i )+ y o b j

( i )cosAe^ - A y . , )

«g ( i>(Ax rob,Ayrob,A0 rob)

(i)

(16)

obj

x ^ 0 cos AGrob + yobj
(i) sin AGrob - Axrob

«h(i>(Axrob,Ayrob,AGrob) (17)

- 1 5 -
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Linearizing the above two equations around Axrob = 0, Ayrob = 0 and

AGrob = 0 yields;

Au (1)

PX

rob

(18)

where Aupx
(1) = upx

(1)-UpX
(1),AvpX

(1> = vpx
(1) - v p x

( l ) . We simply express this

equation as

AUP X=AAr r o b .

Jacobian matrix A can be obtained as

(19)

A =
a(Axrob) d(Ayrob) a(A0rob)

5(Axrob) 5(Ayrob) 5(A6rob)

of
* (
Xobj (20)

From the simultaneous equation of Eq.( 19), we can obtain Arrob for error correction.

4.2.2 Results of Numerical Simulation

We perform numerical simulation to show the effectiveness of the above

- 16-
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method. As a simulation setup, we presume that the estimated position of the robot by

internal sensor is the origin of the world coordinate system and the feature points for

error correction are the apexes of the square whose side is 75[mm]. The object

(square) is placed at (2000[mm],0,0) in the world coordinate system. In this

simulation we choose af=2834.7[pixels] as a camera parameter and put the robot at

positions apart from the origin of the world coordinate system. Results of the numerical

simulation is given in Table 4.1. This reveals that the error correction can be made

within 20% uncertainty of initial error and this method has high feasibility as an error

correction technique.

Table 4.1 Result of error correction

Deviation from estimated
position (Axrob,Ayrob,Aerob)

(100[mm],0,0)
(0,100[mml,0)

(0,0,5[degl)
(100[mm],-l 00[mm],5[degl)

Deviation obtained from
error correction method

(105.3[mm],0,0)
(0,100.0rmm],0)

(11.5rmm],-0.7[mml,5.0[deg])
(113.3[mm],-l 16.2[mml,5.6[deg])

4.3 Positioning Tool

Figure 4.7 shows the flowchart of the error correction procedure described in

the previous section. This method requires the corresponding of feature points between

the actual TV image and the generated image. This corresponding is performed by

human to reduce the computational burden of image recognition. The positioning tool

is not only the tool for calculating the robot position but also provides the convenient

human interface to facilitate the human collaborative procedure such as a feature point

correspondence.

- 1 7 -
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A A

estimated position

feature point extraction
by mouse
<t>uman collaborative

procedure>

(W)
feature points
on autual image

\ /

\ /

feature point on
generated image

rob equation

Ar rob=(Ax rob , Ayrob, A6rob)

\/

generated

Xrob = X r ob+Ax r ob

e r ob=e r o b+Ae r o b

Fig. 4.7 Flowchart of positioning error correction
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5 Conclusions

As concerns the introduction of mobile robot system for inspecting patrol of

nuclear power plants, we proposed the human and robot collaborative system with high

efficiency, reliability and safety. To facilitate the human-robot collaboration, the

conventional autonomous robot system is improved with sophisticated software such as

a server program and an autonomous navigation program. As applicable technologies to

the system, two position estimation methods were proposed. One utilizes a gyroscope

and the other TV image. The evaluation of their effectiveness and feasibility was made

by experiment and numerical simulation. The position estimation by utilization of the

gyroscope together with the odometry is ten times better in accuracy than that of the

odometry only. By the utilization of TV image, the initial position estimation error can

be corrected within 20% uncertainty.
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